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ABSTRACT urbanized metropolis, most of the population should be
benefitted from the protection of the buildings during a

A survey of the Hong Kong building types and a nuclear accident. Therefore, the purpose of the present
grouping scheme is developed such that a set of study is to investigate and to present the results of the
population-weighted effective shielding and inhalation effectiveness of risk reduction in Hong Kong by various
factors can be devised for nuclear accident consequence measures of sheltering the population during severe nuclear
analysis. By using a variable trajectory dispersion/ accidents.
consequence model RADIS and the Hong Kong weather
data, the present study obtains sets of occurrence
frequency distributions of early fatality, early injuries and
latent cancers for four different emergency response HONG KONG GEOGRAPHY
countermeasures which include no sheltering, sheltering
with no action, sheltering with actions and sheltering with Hong Kong is located at 22.3'N and II 4.21E on the
rigorous actions. It is found that proper countermeasures southern edge of China facing the South China Sea. As
can significantly reduce the risk of early effects to the shown in Figure 1, the Guangdong Nuclear Power Station
Hong Kong public by eliminating the possibility of early is situated approximately 50 km from downtown Hong
fatality and drastically reducing of 12 orders of magnitude Kong and less than 30 km from some suburban areas.
in early injuries. Similar reduction in the risk of latent From historic data[2], it is known that the Hong Kong
cancers can be also seen but the savings are not as drastic wind rose is dominated by the east and north-east-east
as those of the early effects. directions most of the year. In the spring, the wind is

usually north-easterly blowing from Daya Bay to Hong
Kong. During the summer months of July and August, the

INTRODUCTION wind direction shifts to become south-westerly. In the
present study, a complete weather condition library for a

Guangdong Nuclear Power Plant at Daya Bay, a representating year in Hong Kong has been devised for
joint-venture of Hong Kong and China, is now in the analysis.
process of coming into full power operational. The plant
houses two French PWRs with a total capacity of - 1900
MW and is situated 50 kin from downtown Hong Kong. ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION/CONSEQUENCE
During a severe nuclear accident, radioactive materials can MODEL
be released from the power plant into the atmosphere. It is
possible that the surrounding population are exposed to During a severe nuclear accident, radioactivities are
both the radiation emitted from the radioactive plume released from the plant and are transported and dispersed
(cloudshine) and the radiation emitted from the in the atmosphere. In order to determine the nuclide
radionuclides deposited on buildings and ground surfaces concentrations and their biological consequences, an
(groundshine). One of the emergency countermeasures is accident consequence analysis package RADIS[31 is used
sheltering the population by advising them to stay indoor in the present study. RADIS is basically a two-
to reduce the external gamma doses and internal doses dimensional trajectory puff dispersion/consequence model
caused by inhalation. The effectiveness of the protection specifically developed for Hong Kong by the University of
provided by the buildings depends on the structures and the Hong Kong. In the absence of a plant-specific PSA study,
ventilation of the buildings. Since Hong Kong is a highly the present study uses the generic WASH-1400 PWR
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Figure 1. Hong Kong Geography and its Measuring Stations

release categories[41 and their associated occurrence square kilometer, the population density of HongKong is
frequencies to approximate the source terms of Guangdong quite high. Based on its geography and the convenience of
Nuclear Power Plant. It has also a biological model which analysis, the present study divides Hong Kong into 24
uses the airborne radionuclide concentrations to predict the population centers. Because of the rapid economic
short-term and long-term radiation doses resulted from development, much of the rural areas in the New
cloudshine, groudshine and inhaltion. From the doses Territories only twenty years ago are now, to a large
deliveredto the organs, theconsequence model of RADIS degree, suburbanized. As a result, it would be reasonable

then predicts the number of early fatalities, early injuries, to assume that most of the populations would remain in

and latent cancers in different population centers. For some form of housing which provides shielding effects

conservatism, one can always assume no protection from from the deposited activities of ground surface, outer walls
both external gamma irradiation and inhaltion. But for a and roofs of buildings during a nuclear accident. Also, air-

highly urbanized area such as Hong Kong, this is too conditioned buildings can provide additional protection as

conservative because dose savings as a result of gamma it tends to reduce human inhaltion of radionuclides during

shielding and cutdown of inhaltion by the building the passage of the radioactive plurne from the darnaged

structures could be quite significant and should be taken nuclear power plant.

into consideration.
Based on the 1991 Census, the living quarters in

Hong Kong are classified into twelve categories. Upon

examination of their structural similarities, the present

HONG KONG POPULATION AND HOUSING study further group them into six groups each of which can

be represented by a characteristic gamma shielding factor.

According to the 1991 Hong Kong Census[51, the The selection of the group characteristic shielding factors

total population of Greater Hong Kong was 5511,149 with are based on the recommendations of Graf and Bayer[6]

most of the population cencentrating in Hong Kong Island for some similar houses in Europe. The results of the

and Kowloon Peninsula. For a physical size of only 1000 grouping are given in Table .
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Table 1. Shielding Factors for Building Groups of Hong Kong

Living Quarter Shielding
Factor

Group I I Housing authority rental block (A) 0.021

2 Housing authority rental block (13)

3 Housing society rental block

Group 2 4 Housing authority home ownership estate 0.01

5 Private housing block (self-contained)

6 Private housing block (non self-contained)

Group 3 7 Villas/bungalows/niodern village house 0.13

Group 4 9 Simple stone structure/traditional village house 0.13

Group 9 Institution 0.006

10 Other permanent housings

Group 6 1 11 Roof top structure 0.31

L 121 Other temporary housings

With the six groups of housing, the present study RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
can go on to determine the shielding factors for the 24
population centers of Greater Hong Kong. This is The results of analysis for early fatalities, early
accomplished by averaging the fractional contributions of injuries and latent cancers are given in Figures 2 through
all groups of housing weighted by its population within a 4. It is obvious from Figure 2 that the occurrence
population center. In addition to the gamma shielding, the frequency of early fatality can be drastically reduced by
buildings could be very effective in reducing the indoor -2 orders of magnitude and the maximum number of
radionuclide concentrations. In general, an air-conditioned fatality is limited to < 0 if the Hong Kong general
high rise office building would be more effective than a public simply stay indoor. For the With Action and
well ventilated public housing building. Since the Rigorous Action cases, the occurrence frequency is
inhalation factor is the ratio of the exposure with to that, reduced further to < ' events/y and the number of
without the presence of the building, its determination fatality is < 2. For any practical purpose, the occurrence
requires the knowledge of the size of a typical unit of the of early fatality is basically eliminated. This is because
building as well as its air infiltration rate. early fatalities are basically controlled by short term direct

cloudshine and groundshine irradiations and shielding

For the present study, three possible emergency provided by building structures are very effective in cutting
countermeasures are assumed; they are: No Action, With down these kinds of gamma irradiations. From Figure 3,
Action and Rigorous Action. In the first case, people it can be seen that staying indoor alone (No Action) can
remain indoor but make no special effort to close windows reduce the occurrence frequency of early injuries by about
and turn off their air-conditioning units. For the With half an order of magnitude from the no sheltering case.
Action case, people remain indoor but they also close all For the With Action case and the Rigorous Action case,
windows and turn off their air-conditioning units. For the the occurrence frequency can be drastically reduced by
Rigorous Action case, it is assumed that people stay indoor more than an order of magnitude. Although early injuries
and make special effort to seal off leaks to minimize air cannot be eliminated completely, the maximum number of
infiltration. The results of the determination of the early injuries can be reduced from - 101 to - 10' by
shielding factors and the inhalation factors are summarized proper countermeasures. At this point, it is obvious that
in Table 2. the early effects are very sensitive to the emergency
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Table 2 Shielding and Inhalation Factors for Hong Kong Population Centers

Population Shielding Inhalation Factors

Centre Factor No Action With Action Rigorous Action

1. Central/Western 0.013 0.87 0.22 0.15

2. Southern 0.032 0.92 0.53 0.43

3. Eastern 0.018 0.90 0.37 0.28

4. Wan Chai 0.014 0.86 0.20 0.14

5. Yau Tsim 0.012 0.85 0.19 0.13

-6. Mong Kok 0.013 0.86 0.20 0.14

7. Sham ShuiPo 0.022 0.89 0.32 0.24

8. Kwai Tsing 0.028 0.93 0.58 0.47

9. Tsuen Wan 0.035 0.91 0.44 0.35

10. Kowloon City 0.017 0.89 0.35 0.26

11. Wong Tai Sin 0.030 0.93 0.54 0.43

12. Kwun Tong 0.030 0.93 0.53 0.42

13. Tseung Kwan 0 0.050 0.89 0.45 0.36

14. Sha Tin 0.029 0.90 0.46 0.36

15. Sai Kung Central 0.096 0.78 0.25 0.19

16. Sai Kung Islands 0.203 0.86 0.57 0.54

17. Tai Po Central 0.038 0.91 0.45 0.35

18. Tai Po East 0.156 0.79 0.36 0.32

19. Mirs Bay 0.156 0.91 0.54 0.48

20. Northem 0.076 0.92 0.53 0.44

21. Yuen Long 0.097 0.90 0.47 0.39

22. Tuen Mun 0.029 0.94 0.57 0.47

23. Islands 0.104 0.86 0.42 0.33

24. Ping Chau 0.154 0.95 0.25 0.22

countermeasures or, in other words, great benefits can be the occurrence frequency of latent cancers. This is because
achieved by some simple measures taken by the public latent cancers are primarily controlled by doses caused by
themselves. However, similar risk reduction of latent inhalation and simply staying indoor is not effective
cancers cannot be seen as illustrated by Figure 4 It is enough for risk reduction. It can also be seen that the With
evident that the No Action case cannot significantly reduce Action and Rigorous Action countermeasures can reduce
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